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We explore the use of the Cell Broadband Engine (Cell/BE for short) for combinatorial optimization
applications: we present a parallel version of a constraint-based local search algorithm that has been
implemented on a multiprocessor BladeCenter machine with twin Cell/BE processors (total of 16
SPUs per blade). This algorithm was chosen because it fits very well the Cell/BE architecture and
requires neither shared memory nor communication between processors, while retaining a compact
memory footprint. We study the performance on several large optimization benchmarks and show
that this achieves mostly linear time speedups, even sometimes super-linear. This is possible because
the parallel implementation might explore simultaneously different parts of the search space and
therefore converge faster towards the best sub-space and thus towards a solution. Besides getting
speedups, the resulting times exhibit a much smaller variance, which benefits applications where a
timely reply is critical.
1 Introduction
The Cell processor has shown its power for graphic and server applications, and more recently has been
considered as a good candidate for scientific calculations [15]. Its floating point arithmetic performance
and energy efficiency make it useful as a basic block for building super-computers, cf. the “Roadrunner”
machine based on Cell processors which is currently the fastest supercomputer. However, its ability to
perform well for general-purpose applications has been questioned, and Cell programming has always
been considered as very challenging. We investigate in this paper the use of the Cell/BE for combina-
torial optimization applications and constraint-based problem solving. It is worth noticing that in these
domains most of the attempts to take advantage of the parallelism available in modern multi-core archi-
tectures have targeted homogeneous systems, for instance Intel or AMD-based machines and make use
of shared memory, e.g. [14, 8, 7]. The different cores are working on shared data-structures which some-
how represent a global environment in which the subcomputations are taking place. Such an approach
cannot be used for Cell-based machines, because heavy use of shared memory would degrade the overall
performance of this particular multi-core system: in order to extend the use of the Cell processor for com-
binatorial optimization and constraint-based problem solving, new approaches have to be investigated,
in particular those that can lead to independent subcomputations requiring little or no communication
between processing units and limited or even no accesses to the main (shared) memory. We decided to
focus on Local Search algorithms, also called “metaheuristics”, which have attracted much attention over
the last decade from both the Operations Research and the Artificial Intelligence communities, in order
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to tackle very large combinatorial problems which are out of range for the classical exhaustive search
methods. Local search and metaheuristics have been used in Combinatorial Optimization for finding
optimal or near-optimal solutions and have been applied to many different types of problems such as
resource allocation, scheduling, packing, layout design, frequency allocation, etc.
To enable the use of the Cell/BE for combinatorial optimization applications, we have developed
a parallel extension of a constraint-based local search algorithm based on a method called “Adaptive
Search” which was proposed a few years ago in [4, 5].
To assess the viability of this approach, we experimented on several classical benchmarks of the con-
straint programming community from CSPlib [6]. These structured problems are somehow abstractions
of real problems and are therefore representative of real-life applications; they are classically used in
the community for benchmarking new methods. The preliminary implementation results for the paral-
lel Adaptive Search method show a good behavior when scaling up the number of cores (from one to
sixteen): speedups are, most of ‘the time, practically linear, especially for large-scale problems and our
experiments even exhibit a few super-linear speedups because the simultaneous exploration of different
subparts of the search space may converge faster towards a solution.
Another interesting point to mention is that all experiments show a better robustness of the results on
the multi-core version when compared to the sequential algorithm, as will be explained below. Because
local search methods make use of randomness for the diversification of the search, execution times may
vary from one run to another. This is why, when benchmarking such methods, execution times have to be
averaged on many runs (in our experiments, we always take the average of 50 runs). Our implementation
results show that for a parallel version running on 16 cores, the difference between the minimal and
maximal execution times, as well as the overall variance of the results, decreases significantly with
respect to the reference sequential implementation. The main result of this is that execution times become
more predictable and this is, of course, an advantage in real-time applications with bounded response
time requirements.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: after an introduction, section 3 discusses the
Adaptive Search algorithm and its parallel version is presented in section 4. We proceed with a perfor-
mance analysis in section 5, which is analyzed and commented on in section 6. Finally, we conclude in
section 7 and present our lines for related future research.
2 Parallelizing Constraint Solvers
Parallel implementation of search algorithms has a long history, especially in the domain of logic pro-
gramming, see [9] for an overview. Most of the proposed implementations are based on the so-called
OR-parallelism, splitting the search space between different processors but making used of a shared or
duplicated stack for coping with the adequate execution environment and they rely on a Shared Memory
Multiprocessor (SMP) architecture for the parallel execution support. For some years, similar techniques
have been used for Model Checkers, which are used as verification tools for hardware and software,
such as the SPIN software [1, 8]. These implementations are also based on some kind of OR-parallelism
and, again, these approaches are well-suited for multi-core architecture with shared memory. More
recently, there have been several initiatives to extend SAT solvers for parallel machines, in particular
multi-cores [7, 3, 16]. However these frameworks require a shared memory model and will thus not be
scalable to massively parallel machines or architectures for which communication through (distributed)
shared memory is costly such as a cluster system or for hetherogeneous multicore processors such as
the Cell/BE. It is worth noticing that now some authors are also extending SAT solvers to PC cluster
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architectures [13], using a hierarchical shared memory and trying to minimize communication between
clusters. While moving from traditional SMP machines to multi-core systems is a relatively straightfor-
ward change, it is not necessarily so for more exotic architectures, such as the hetherogeneous multicore
chips which include the Cell/BE.
For Constraint Satisfaction Problems, early work has been done in the context of Distributed Artificial
Intelligence and multi-agent systems, see for instance [18], but these methods, even if interesting from
a theoretical point of view, cannot lead to efficient algorithms and cannot compete with good sequential
implementations. Moreover, the focus is usually not on performance but on the formulating a problem in
a distributed fashion. Only very few implementations of efficient constraint solvers on parallel machines
have been reported, most notably [14], which again is aimed at shared-memory architectures and recently
[11] which proposes a distribted extendion of the Comet local search solver for clusters of PCs.
3 The Adaptive Search Algorithm
Over the last decade, the application of local search techniques for constraint solving in general (and not
only for combinatorial optimization) has started to draw some interest in the CSP community. A generic,
domain-independent local search method named Adaptive Search was proposed by [4, 5], a new meta-
heuristic that takes advantage of the structure of the problem in terms of constraints and variables and can
guide the search more precisely than a global cost function to optimize (such as for instance the number
of violated constraints). The algorithm also uses an short-term adaptive memory in the spirit of Tabu
Search in order to prevent stagnation in local minima and loops. This method is generic, can be applied
to a large class of constraints (e.g. linear and non-linear arithmetic constraints, symbolic constraints,
etc) and naturally copes with over-constrained problems. The input of the method is a problem in CSP
format, that is, a set of variables with their (finite) domains of possible values and a set of constraints over
these variables. For each constraint, an “error function” needs to be defined; it will give, for each tuple
of variable values, an indication of how much the constraint is violated. For instance, the error function
associated with an arithmetic constraint |X−Y |< c, for a given constant c≥ 0, can be max(0, |X−Y |−c).
Adaptive Search relies on iterative repair, based on variable and constraint error information, seeking
to reduce the error on the worst variable so far. The basic idea is to compute the error function for
each constraint, then combine for each variable the errors of all constraints in which it appears, thereby
projecting constraint errors onto the relevant variables. Finally, the variable with the highest error will
be designated as the “culprit” and its value will be modified. In this second step, the well known min-
conflict heuristic [12] is used to select the value in the variable domain which is the most promising,
that is, the value for which the total error in the next configuration is minimal. In order to prevent being
trapped in local minima, the Adaptive Search method also includes a short-term memory mechanism to
store configurations to avoid (variables can be marked Tabu and ”frozen” for a number of iterations), and
also integrates restart-based transitions to escape stagnation around local minima. Restarts are partial
and are guided by the number of variables being marked Tabu. The core ideas of adaptive search can be
summarized as follows:
• to consider for each constraint a heuristic function that is able to compute an approximated degree
of satisfaction of the goals (the current “error” on the constraint);
• to aggregate constraints on each variable and project the error on variables thus trying to repair the
“worst” variable with the most promising value;
• to keep a short-term memory of bad configurations to avoid looping (i.e. some sort of “tabu list”).
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Algorithm
Consider an n-ary constraint c(X1, · · ·Xn) and associated variable domains D1, · · ·Dn. An error function
fc associated to the constraint c is a real-valued function from D1×·· ·×Dn such that fc(X1, · · ·Xn) has
value zero if c(X1, · · ·Xn) is satisfied. The error function will in fact be used as a heuristic value to repre-
sent the degree of satisfaction of a constraint and will thus give an indication on how much the constraint
is violated. This is very similar to the notion of “penalty functions” used in continuous global optimiza-
tion. This error function can be seen as (an approximation of) the distance of the current configuration to
the closest satisfiable region of the constraint domain. Since the error is only used to heuristically guide
the search, we can use any approximation when the exact distance is difficult (or even impossible) to
compute.
Input
Problem given in CSP format:
- a set of variables V = {V1,V2, ...,Vn} with associated domains of values
- a set of constraints C = {C1,C2, ...,Ck} with associated error functions
- a combination function to project constraint errors on variables
- a (positive) cost function to minimize
Some tuning parameters:
- T : Tabu tenure (number of iterations a variable is frozen)
- RL : reset limit (number of frozen variables triggering a reset)
- RP : reset percentage (percentage of variables to reset)
- Max I : maximal number of iterations before restart
- Max R : maximal number of restarts
Output
A solution (configuration where all constraints are satisfied) if the CSP is satisfied or to a quasi-solution
of minimal cost otherwise.
Algorithm
Iteration = 0
Restart = 0
Repeat
Restart = Restart + 1
Iteration = Iteration +1
Tabu Nb = 0
Compute a random assignment A of variables in V
Opt Sol = A
Opt Cost = cost(A)
Repeat
1. Compute errors of all constraints in C
and combine errors on each variable
(by considering only the constraints in which a variable appears)
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2. select the variable X (not marked Tabu) with highest error
3. evaluate costs of possible moves from X
4. if no improvment move exists
then mark X as Tabu until iteration number: Iteration + T
Tabu Nb = Tabu Nb + 1
if Tabu Nb > RL
then randomly reset RP variables in V
(and unmark those which are Tabu)
else select the best move and change the value of X
accordingly to produce next configuration A’
if cost(A’) < Opt Cost
then Opt Sol = A’
Opt Cost = cost(A’)
until a solution is found or Iteration > Max I
until a solution is found or Restart > Max R
output (Opt Sol, Opt Cost)
Adaptive Search is a simple algorithm but it turns out to be quite efficient in practice [5]. Considering
the complexity/efficiency ratio, it can be a very effective way to implement constraint solving techniques
in larger software tools, especially for anytime algorithms where (approximate) solutions have to be
computed within a limited amount of time.
4 Parallel Algorithm on the Cell/BE
We will not present the Cell/BE processor architecture here, some features of this architecture, however,
deserve mention because they strongly shape what applications may succeed when ported:
• A hybrid multicore architecture, with a general-purpose “controller” processor (the PPE, a Pow-
erPC instance) and eight specialized processors (SPEs.)
• Two Cell/BE processor chips may be linked to appear as a multiprocessor with 16 SPEs.
• The PPEs are connected via a very high-bandwidth internal bus, the EIB.
• The PPEs may only perform operations on their local store, which contains both code and data and
is limited to 256KB.
• The PPEs may access system memory and each other’s private memory by means of DMA opera-
tions.
The interested reader can refer to the IBM Redbook [15] for further information on this architecture, as
well as the performance and capacity tradeoffs which affect Cell/BE programs.
The basic idea in extending the algorithm for parallel implementation is to have several distinct
parallel search engines for exploring simultaneously different parts of the search space, and to start each
such engine a a different processor. This is very natural to achieve with the Adaptive Search algorithm:
one just needs to start each engine with a different, randomly computed, initial configuration, that is, a
different assignment of values to variables. Subsequently, each “Adaptive Search engine” can perform
the sequential algorithm described in the previous section independently. As soon as one process finds a
solution, or when all processors reach the maximal number of iterations allowed, all processors are halted
and the algorithm finishes with the condition that led to the termination (solution found or maximum
iterations reached in all processors).
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The Parallel Algorithm
The Cell/BE processor architecture is reflected on the task structure, in which a controller thread resides
in the PPE and each SPE has a worker thread.
• The PPE gets the real time T 0, launches a given number of threads, each with an identical SPU
context, and then waits for a solution.
• Each SPE starts with a random configuration (held entirely in its local storage) and improves it
step by step, applying the algorithm of section 3.
• As soon as an SPE finds a solution, it sends it to the main memory (using a DMA operation) and
informs the PPE.
• The PPE then propagates this information to all other SPEs to stop their job and waits until all
SPUs have finished (join). After that, it gets the real time T 1 and provides both the solution and
the execution time 1 T = T 1−T 0.
It is worth pointing out that SPEs do not communicate among themselves and only do so with the PPE
upon termination: each SPE can work blindly on its configuration until it reaches an outcome (solution
or failure). Indeed, we managed to fit both the program and the data in the 256KB of local store of
each SPU, even for admittedly large benchmarks. This turns out to be possible for two reasons: (1) the
simplicity and compactness of the algorithm, (2) the compactness of the encoding of the combinatorial
problem as a CSP, that is, variables with finite domains and many predefined constraints, including
arithmetics. This is especially true when compared, for instance, to a SAT encoding where only boolean
variables can be used and each constraint has to be explicitly decomposed into a set of boolean formulas
yielding problem formulations which easily reach several thousands of literals.
To summarize, the Adaptive Search method requirements are a good match for the Cell/BE architec-
ture: not much data but a lot of computation.
5 Performance Evaluation
We now present and discuss the performance of our implementation of AS/Cell. The code running on
each SPU is derived from the code used in [4, 5] which is an implementation of the Adaptive Search for
permutation problems. It is worth noting that no code specialization has been made to benefit from the
full potential of the Cell processor (namely vectorization, branch removing, ...) It is reasonable to expect
a significant speedup when these aspects are taken into account.
Since the Adaptive Search uses random configurations and progression, each benchmark has been
executed 50 times. There are two interesting ways for aggregating those results: considering the average
case (average of 50 executions times after removing both the lowest and the highest times) and consid-
ering the worst case (maximum of the 50 executions). On one hand, the former is classical and gives a
precise idea of the behavior of the AS/Cell. On the other hand, the latter is also interesting for real-time
applications since it represents the “worst-case” one can encounter (too high a value can even prevent the
use in time-critical applications). Interestingly, AS/Cell improves both cases, achieving linear speedups
and sometimes even super-linear speedups.
1the execution time is then the real elapsed time since the beginning of the program until the join (thus including SPUs
initialization and termination phases).
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5.1 The All-Interval series
Although looking like a pure combinatorial search problem, this benchmark is in fact a well-known
exercise in music composition [17]. The idea is to compose a sequence of N notes such that all are
different and tonal intervals between consecutive notes are also distinct (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: an example of all-interval in music
This problem is described as prob007 in the CSPLib [6]. It is equivalent to finding a permutation
of the N first integers such that the absolute difference between two consecutive pairs of numbers are all
different. This amounts to finding a permutation (X1, . . .XN) of {0, . . .N−1} such that the list (abs(X1−
X2),abs(X2−X3) . . .abs(XN−1− xN)) is a permutation of 1, . . . ,N−1.
Table 1 presents the average time of 50 running (in seconds) for several instances of this benchmark
together with the speedup obtained when using different number of SPUs. From this data one can
conclude the speedup linearly increases with the number of SPUs to reach 11 with 16 SPUs. This factor
appears to be constant whatever the size of problem.
size time speedup with k SPUs time
1 SPU 2 4 8 12 16 16 SPUs
100 1.392 1.6 3.3 5.0 5.7 7.4 0.189
150 9.496 2.3 4.4 6.3 9.0 10.4 0.910
200 28.165 1.5 3.0 6.1 7.8 9.0 3.139
250 61.437 1.8 3.8 5.1 6.5 9.8 6.282
300 147.178 1.7 2.9 5.6 7.3 9.2 15.920
350 346.790 2.3 4.4 5.6 9.6 12.2 28.359
400 508.819 1.6 3.3 7.6 8.8 10.8 46.989
450 946.860 2.0 4.1 8.7 9.2 11.0 85.936
Table 1: timings (sec) and speedups for all-interval series
It is worth noticing that state-of-art constraint solvers (e.g. Gecode) are able to find the trivial solution
(0,N−1,1,N−2,2,N−3, . . .) in a reasonable amount of time but fail to find an interesting solution for
N ≥ 20. The AS/Cell implementation is able to find solutions for N = 450 in 1.5 minute with 16 SPUs.
Table 2 detail this instance providing information on both the average case and the worst case (together
with the associated speedups). In this problem, linear speedups are obtained: with 16 SPUs the average
time is 11 times faster. When discussing worst cases, the time is divided by a factor 26.
5.2 Number partitioning
This problem consists in finding a partition of numbers {1, . . .N} into two groups A and B such that:
• A and B have the same cardinality
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#SPUs average case worst case
time (sec) speedup time (sec) speedup
1 946.860 1.0 4661.870 1.0
2 470.421 2.0 1912.200 2.4
4 228.294 4.1 988.220 4.7
8 109.322 8.7 304.160 15.3
12 102.831 9.2 443.550 10.5
16 85.936 11.0 177.210 26.3
Table 2: average and worst times for all-interval 450
• the sum of numbers in A is equal to the sum of numbers in B
• the sum of squares of numbers in A is equal to the sum of squares of numbers in B
A solution for N = 8 is A = (1,4,6,7) and B = (2,3,5,8) since:
1+4+6+7 = 18 = 2+3+5+8
12 +42 +62 +72 = 102 = 22 +32 +52 +82
This problem admits a solution iff N is a multiple of 8 and is modeled with N variables Vi ∈ {1 . . .N}
which form a permutation of {1 . . .N}. The first N/2 variables form the group A, the N/2 last variables
the group B. There are two constraints:
ΣN/2i=1 Vi = N(N +1)/4 = Σ
N
i=N/2+1Vi
ΣN/2i=1 V
2
i = N(N +1)(2N +1)/12 = ΣNi=N/2+1V
2
i
The possible moves from one configuration consist in all possible swaps exchanging one value in the
first subset with another one in the second subset. The errors on the 2 equality constraints are computed as
the absolute value of the difference between the actual sum and the expected constant (e.g. N(N +1)/4).
In this problem, like for the all-intervals example, all variables play the same role and there is no need
to project errors on variables. The total cost of a configuration is the sum of the absolute values of both
constraint errors. A solution is found when the total cost is zero.
Table 3 details the average running times (in seconds) for several instances of this problem together
with the speedup obtained when using different numbers of SPUs. Similarly to what occured with the
all-interval series, the speedup increases linearly up to a factor of 11. Again, the speedup appears to be
independent from the size of the problem.
Once more, it is worth noticing that Constraint Programming systems such as GNU Prolog cannot
solve this problem for instances larger than 128. On the other hand the AS/Cell implementation is able to
find solutions for N = 2600 in few seconds with 16 SPUs: this problem scales very well and it is possible
to solve even larger instances. Table 4 details the largest instance both for the average case and the worst
case (together with the associated speedups). For this example the speedups are linear: with 16 SPUs the
average time is divided by 11 while the worst case is divided by 17.
5.3 The Perfect-Square placement problem
This problem is described as prob009 in CSPLib [6]. It is also called the squared square problem [10]
and consists in packing a set of squares into a master square in such a way that no squares overlap each
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size time speedup with k SPUs time
1 SPU 2 4 8 12 16 16 SPUs
1400 6.227 2.7 3.7 6.0 7.2 11.2 0.556
1600 7.328 1.8 3.4 6.0 7.5 10.1 0.727
1800 11.559 2.0 3.7 6.4 9.4 10.9 1.062
2000 13.802 1.7 3.1 6.1 9.5 10.6 1.303
2200 18.702 2.3 3.5 6.2 10.0 10.8 1.735
2400 21.757 2.1 3.3 5.5 7.1 10.2 2.129
2600 29.890 1.8 3.8 6.9 8.6 11.0 2.716
Table 3: timings (sec) and speedups for number partitioning
#SPUs average case worst case
time (sec) speedup time (sec) speedup
1 29.890 1.0 105.030 1.0
2 17.071 1.8 84.750 1.2
4 7.941 3.8 29.540 3.6
8 4.362 6.9 14.590 7.2
12 3.490 8.6 8.830 11.9
16 2.716 11.0 6.160 17.1
Table 4: average and worst times for partit 2600
other. All squares have different sizes and they fully cover the master square (there is no spare capacity).
The smallest solution involves 21 squares which must be packed into a master square of size 112.
Since the system we are basing our work on (Adaptive Search) only deals with permutation problems,
we have modeled this problem as a set of N variables whose values corresponds to the sizes of the squares
to be placed, in order – this is not the best modeling but complies with the requirements of the available
implementation. Each square in a configuration is placed in the lowest and leftmost possible slot.
Moving from a configuration to another consists in swapping 2 variables. To compute the cost of
a configuration, the squares are packed as explained above. As soon as a square does not fit in the
lowest/leftmost slot the placement stops. The cost of the configuration is a formula depending on several
criteria on the set of non placed squares (number of non-placed squares and the size of the biggest) and
on remaining slots in the master square (sum of heights, largest height, sum of widths). As usual, a
configuration is a solution when its cost drops to zero.
We tried 5 different instances of this problem taken from [6, 2] whose input data are summarized in
table 5. Table 6 presents the data associated to the average case for these instances. Running 16 SPUs,
the speedup ranges from 11 to 16 depending on the instance.
As previously explained, our modeling is not the best one: a modeling explicitely using variables to
encode X and Y coordinates of each square would be clearly better as done in a Constraint Programming
modeling. Nevertheless, AS/Cell performs rather well and the most difficult instance (number 5) is
solved in less than 10 seconds with 16 SPUs. Table 7 provides more information for this instance both
for the average case and the worst case (together with the associated speedups). In this problem linear
speedups are obtained: with 16 SPUs, both the average and worst case times are about 16 times lower.
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problem master square squares to place
instance size number largest
1 112 × 112 21 50 × 50
2 228 × 228 23 99 × 99
3 326 × 326 24 142 × 142
4 479 × 479 24 175 × 175
5 524 × 524 25 220 × 220
Table 5: perfect-square instances
size time speedup with k SPUs time
1 SPU 2 4 8 12 16 16 SPUs
1 14.844 1.9 4.9 8.1 11.3 16.6 0.894
2 30.395 1.5 4.4 6.7 10.0 14.4 2.105
3 55.973 1.6 2.9 6.5 12.7 14.1 3.963
4 75.915 1.8 3.0 5.4 9.3 15.4 4.933
5 143.436 2.1 3.7 6.7 10.7 15.1 9.517
Table 6: timings (sec) and speedups for perfect square
5.4 Magic squares
The magic square problem is listed as prob019 in CSPLib [6] and consists in placing the numbers
{1,2 · · ·N2} on an N×N square, such that the sum of the numbers in all rows, columns and the two
diagonal is the same. The constant value that should be the sum of all rows, columns and the two
diagonals can be easily computed to be N(N2 +1)/2.
The modeling for AS/Cell involves N2 variables X1, . . . ,XN2 . The error function of an equation
X1 +X2 + . . .+Xk = b is defined as the value of X1 +X2 + . . .+Xk−b. The combination operation is the
sum of the absolute values of the errors. The overall cost function is the addition of absolute values of
the errors of all constraints. A configuration with zero cost is a solution.
Table 8 details the average running times (in seconds) for several instances of this problem together
with the speedup obtained when using different numbers of SPUs. Using 16 SPUs, the obtained speedup
increases with the size of the problem to reach 22 for the largest instance.
It is worth noticing that this benchmarks is one of the most challenging: Constraint programming
#SPUs average case worst case
time (sec) speedup time (sec) speedup
1 143.436 1.0 456.470 1.0
2 66.775 2.1 217.330 2.1
4 39.180 3.7 117.410 3.9
8 21.481 6.7 64.330 7.1
12 13.467 10.7 47.170 9.7
16 9.517 15.1 27.550 16.6
Table 7: average and worst times for perfect square #5
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size time speedup with k SPUs time
1 SPU 2 4 8 12 16 16 SPUs
30 0.855 2.2 3.3 4.4 5.9 6.9 0.125
40 2.496 2.0 3.6 5.7 6.1 7.4 0.335
50 3.903 1.8 2.5 3.8 5.2 5.6 0.702
60 9.834 2.2 3.8 5.6 7.2 6.8 1.441
70 17.571 2.2 3.4 4.8 6.6 8.5 2.065
80 31.889 3.0 4.3 5.8 7.6 8.6 3.689
90 57.746 2.9 3.8 7.2 9.3 10.8 5.323
100 189.957 5.9 9.3 13.9 21.9 22.6 8.387
Table 8: timings (sec) and speedups for magic squares
systems such as GNU-Prolog or ILOG Solver perform poorly on this benchmark and cannot solve in-
stances greater than 10×10. On the other hand AS/Cell is able to solve 100×100 in only few seconds
with 16 SPUs. Table 9 details the largest instance both for the average case and the worst case with
associated speedups. For this example the speedups are super-linear: with 16 SPUs the average time is
divided by 22 while the worst case is divided by 500!
#SPUs average case worst case
time (sec) speedup time (sec) speedup
1 189.957 1.0 9013.330 1.0
2 31.975 5.9 143.270 62.9
4 20.532 9.3 59.170 152.3
8 13.686 13.9 58.350 154.5
12 8.677 21.9 16.860 534.6
16 8.387 22.6 17.830 505.5
Table 9: average and worst times for magic squares 100×100
6 Analysis: Performance and Robustness
The performance evaluation of section 5 has shown that the Adaptive Search method is a good match
for the Cell/BE architecture. This processor is clearly a serious candidate to effectively solve highly
combinatorial problems. All problems tested were accelerated when using several SPUs. For 3 of the
problems the ultimate speedup obtained with 16 SPUs seems constant whatever the size of the problem
which is very promising. Moreover, for magic squares the speedup tends to increase as the problem
becomes more difficult which is also a very interesting property.
This evaluation has also uncovered an even more significant improvment on the worst case: the
obtained speedup is always better than the one obtained in the average case. Like this, AS/Cell greatly
narrows the range of possible execution times for a given problem. Figure 3 depicts the graph of the
50 executions for the all-interval 450 benchmark, both with 1 and 16 SPUs (due to space limitation we
only show this one but a similar graph exists for all other problems). This graph clearly reveals the
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Figure 2: average time with 1 and 16 SPUs for magic squares
difference of dispersion when using 1 SPU or 16 SPUs. Table 10 charts the evolution of the standard
deviation of the execution times for the largest instance of each problem depending on the number of
SPUs. The standard deviation rapidly decreases when more SPUs are used (the most spectacular case
being magic square 100×100 where the standard deviation decreases from 915.7 to 3.8). AS/Cell limits
the dispersion of the execution times. We can say that the multicore version is more robust than the
sequential one in the sense that the difference between the minimum and maximum execution times, as
well as the overall variance of the results, decreases significantly. Therefore, the execution time is more
predictable from one run to another in the multicore version, and more cores means more robustness.
This is crucial for real-time systems or even some interactive applications.
An interesting experiment can be made to further develop this idea. We experimented with a slight
variation of the method which consists in starting all parallel processes with the same initial configuration
(instead of a random one). Each SPU will then diverge according to its own internal random choices.
We implemented this variant and the results show that the overall behavior is practically the same as the
original method, just a bit slower on average by about 10%. This slowdown was to be expected because
in this case the search has less diversity to start with, and therefore might take longer to explore a portion
of the search space that contains a solution. However the fact that this slowdown is only 10% shows
that the method is intrinsically quite robust, can restore diversification and take again advantage of the
parallel search in a quite efficient manner.
Finally, it is worth noticing that Adaptive Search is an “anytime” method: it is always possible to
interrupt the execution and to obtain the best pseudo-solution computed so far. On this point too this
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all number perfect magic
SPUs interval partit square square
450 2600 5 100
1 891.2 24.0 122.0 915.7
2 459.6 16.0 54.4 18.5
4 223.9 6.9 26.6 12.7
8 65.4 2.8 16.3 10.0
12 61.0 1.9 10.4 3.4
16 40.0 1.5 6.3 3.8
Table 10: evolution of the standard deviation (50 execution times)
method can benefit easily from the Cell: when running several SPUs in parallel, the PPE simply has to
ask each SPU to obtain its best pseudo-solution (together with the corresponding cost) and then to chose
the best of these bests. Indeed, another good property regarding the Cell features, is the fact that the only
data a SPU needs to pass is the current configuration (an array of integers) and the associated cost.
7 Concluding Remarks
We presented a simple yet effective initial port of the Adaptive Search algorithm to the Cell/BE architec-
ture, which we used to solve combinatorial search problems. The experimental evaluation we carried out
indicates that linear speedups are to be expected in most cases, and even some situations of superlinear
speedups are possible. Scaling the problem size seems never to degrade the speedups, even when dealing
with very difficult problems. We even ran a reputedly very hard benchmark with increasing speedups
when the problem size grows.
An important, if somewhat unexpected, fringe benefit is that the worst case execution time gets even
higher speedups than the average case. This characteristic opens up several domains of application to the
use of combinatorial search problem formulations: this is particularly true of real-time applications and
other time-sensitive usages, for instance interactive games.
Clearly the Cell/BE has a very significant potential to make good on combinatorial search prob-
lems. We plan to work on two separate directions: on one hand, to optimize the code as per the IBM
guidelines [15] and on the other, to experiment with more sophisticated organizations and forms of com-
munication among the processors involved in a computation.
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